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Background on CTCN engagement on RDD

Paris Agreement – art 10.5

Accelerating, encouraging and enabling innovation is critical for an effective, 

long-term global response to climate change and promoting economic growth 

and sustainable development. Such effort shall be, as appropriate, supported, 

including by the Technology Mechanism and, through financial means, by the 

Financial Mechanism of the Convention, for collaborative approaches to 

research and development, and facilitating access to technology, in particular 

for early stages of the technology cycle, to developing country Parties.
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Background on CTCN engagement on RDD

COP Decision 1/CP21:

requests the Technology Executive Committee and the Climate Technology 

Centre and Network, in supporting the implementation of the [Paris] Agreement, 

to undertake further work relating to, inter alia: 

(a) Technology research, development and demonstration; 

(b) The development and enhancement of endogenous capacities and 

technologies;
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Conclusions from FOAK workshop (May 2017)

• Reliable financing and sound technical expertise are critical to success.

• Focus on First to Market approach, when a technology is applied in a new 

country or transferred to a new sector. This can include the adaptation of 

existing, and endogenous, technologies

• CTCN as facilitator and catalyst for larger-scale actions and National 

Systems of Innovation, including opportunities to deliver ‘best-fit’ mapping of 

transformational technologies (mitigation/adaptation)

• Develop technology roadmaps in support of NDC implementation, including 

national RD&D commitments as appropriate

• Convene all stakeholders to ensure a balanced approach to successful 

RD&D initiatives; assist informing adaptation technology processes
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Background on CTCN engagement on RDD

Green Climate Fund Board decision B18/03:

requests the Secretariat to continue collaborating with the Technology Executive 

Committee of the UNFCCC and the Climate Technology Centre and Network, 

including in the implementation of this decision, to enable support for technology 

development and transfer for facilitating access to environmentally sound 

technologies and for collaborative research and development for developing 

countries;
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CTCN meeting on NSI and incubators

- Building on COP mandate and specific opportunities for collaborations

- Aimed at defining an approach and possible activities for strengthening 

National Systems of Innovation and on supporting accelerators and incubators

- 30 experts on innovations familiar with CTCN mandate and operations from 

developing and developed countries from governments, universities, research 

institutions, multilateral financial institutions, and international organizations
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Towards a CTCN approach on NSI and Incubators

- Principles: 

- Country driven

- Targeted

- Tailored to local conditions

- In support of national activities and synergic with regional initiatives and 

partners
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Towards a CTCN approach on NSI

Possible reactive activities (in response to country requests):

• Strengthening enabling frameworks (e.g. develop sector-specific innovation roadmaps; 

policies that incentivize investments in innovation; standards and certifications for 

emerging technologies; procurement guidelines)

• Strengthening capacity of  “coordinating institutions” 

• Developing innovation elements of funding proposals

• Engaging stakeholders (e.g. stimulate the linkages between government, academia, the 
private sector and research organization/institutions)

• Facilitating twinning arrangements between countries’ research institutions on climate 

technology innovation
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Towards a CTCN approach on NSI / 2

Possible proactive activities:

• Evaluate opportunities for collaborations with TEC to:

• develop tools and methodologies for countries to map and define quality of innovation 
systems (building on existing initiatives)

• develop indicators to measure success of support towards innovation

• Share best practices and tools from Network and Technical Assistances
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Towards a CTCN approach on Incubators/Accelerators

CTCN should not engage in the establishment, promotion, or operation of an 

incubator – accelerator programme.

CTCN could:

• Use its convening power to establish a network of incubators

• Draw and share lessons learnt from technical assistance

• Distil knowledge and information from the network: what is working – what is not

• Provide support – strengthen capacities of existing institutions 

• Focus strongly on adaptation as it is more dependent on best practices, 

promotion of local solutions, and endogenous technologies
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Next steps

• Thematic Dialogue on Incubators and Accelerators jointly organized with TEC 

and GCF – March 2018

• Elaboration of a value proposition for NDEs, including examples of services 

the CTCN could provide in response to country requests (cf. slide #7).

• Elaboration of a concept note on the development a sub-network of incubators 

and accelerators 
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Key aspects from CARISMA final conference

• Climate technology STI and RD&D face a shift in focus from sector to system scale including macroeconomic boundary 

conditions, a science, technology and policy component;

• “Adaptation” becomes a  fourth pillar in decoupling  (Dev/GHG) besides climate policy, climate trading and non emission trading,

• National Systems of Innovation need to support innovation in all steps of the technology cycle:

• Basic RD > Technical RD > Demonstration > Commercialization > Market Accumulation > Wider Diffusion;  where 

interventions are useful depends on the focus:

• Organisation and supply chains, customers and standards, finance, market regulation, institutions and infrastructure;

• CARISMA (its successor DEEDS) and CTCN to focus on best practice and partner exchanges – continue with their collective 

effort focused on strengthening NDEs (Summer School)

• Other than that CTCN and Network to engage in the G STIC STI global conference – building on the experiences in 2017 in the 

climate smart technology cross cutting session – identifying theory/practice and share experience on “disruptive” game changers

• CTCN may play a role with RD&D as one focal element in upcoming UN Environment Science Policy Business Forum events –

bringing NDEs, policy and technical practitioners from network 



www.ctc-n.org
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